
In honour of Asian & Jewish Heritage Months this May, 
TDSB’s Asian Heritage Committee and Jewish 
Heritage Committee are pleased to present:

What else are we “stirring” up?

Please watch for the next communication:

 • Teacher’s guide of suggested activities

 • Link to book in TDSB Virtual Library

 • Video of author Pamela Mayer reading the book to one of our classes

 • More info on the launch of a very special project – The TDSB Student Chicken Soup 

Recipe Book! The idea is to feature chicken soup recipes, stories and illustrations 

from all different cultures and heritages because everyone makes chicken soup! It will 

ultimately be published (likely Sept 2021) and sold in schools that are interested as a 

fundraiser for Toronto Foundation For Student Success. Please start compiling your 

students’ family chicken soup recipes along with illustrations and stories.

For more information please contact Shari Schwartz-Maltz:

Shari.Schwartz-Maltz@tdsb.on.ca      416-518-5551

Meet Sophie who plays dress-up with her 
Grandma Ellie and loves her Bubbe’s Jewish
chicken soup, made with kreplach. She 
also paints with her Grandma Nancy and 
loves Nai Nai’s Chinese chicken soup, with 
wonton. But don’t tell Bubbe and Nai Nai that
their soups are the same! In Chicken Soup, 
Chicken Soup, Sophie solves the problem 
of which chicken soup is best, bringing her
whole family together for a tasty surprise!Targeted at students in Kindergarten to 

Grade 3, it has been described as a “very
sweet book and a perfect early lesson 
on diversity.” You’ll even find Bubbe and
Nai Nai’s  recipes at the end!
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